CATALOG INFO
General Information

Contact

Brand: FAST-STAT
Manufacturer: Nordic Technology Ltd

Country of Origin: Canada

Brand Logo: fast-stat.jpg

Tariff Code: 9032.90.6120

Manufacturer Logo: nordic-technology.jpg

Warranty: Lifetime

Product Overview: When upgrading HVAC equipment, allows new functions (G, Y,
W2, etc) to operate over the existing thermostat or condenser
cable. The FAST-STAT product line does not require batteries or
produce electrical interference.

Name
Common Maker

Description
Short: Adds a common wire for Wi-Fi and other powered
thermostats.
Long: Adds a common ‘C’ connection to a thermostat cable
with 2 or more wires. Designed to power Wi-Fi and other
powered thermostats. Compatible with all thermostats and
equipment, including furnaces, air handlers, zone valves,
zone controllers, millivolt systems, and more.

Model 1000

Short: Adds a one wire to a thermostat or condenser cable.
Long: Adds one wire to a thermostat or condenser cable.
For upgrading to heat pumps, 2-stage air conditioning,
cable repair, and more. Can be used to add a common ‘C’
connection if the thermostat cable has 3 or more wires.

Model 3000

Short: Adds two wires to a thermostat or condenser cable.
Long: Adds two wires to a thermostat or condenser cable.
Typically used for adding air conditioning to a heat only
system or upgrading from an air conditioner to a 2-stage
heat pump. Can be used to add a common ‘C’ connection
if the thermostat cable has 3 or more wires.

Model 5000

Short: Adds a common and three control wires to a
thermostat cable.
Long: Adds three wires and a common ‘C’ connection to a
thermostat cable. For upgrading from single stage heating
to 2-stage heating and air conditioning. Allows R, C, W1,
W2, Y, and G to operate over a 2-wire thermostat cable.

Model 7000

Short: For air conditioner to heat pump conversions. Adds
wiring between the thermostat, indoor unit, and heat
pump.
Long: Extends the wiring between a thermostat, indoor
unit, and heat pump. A 3-part kit that operates a single
or two-stage heat pump over a 2-wire condenser cable
and 4-wire thermostat cable. Built-in optional fossil fuel/
supplemental heat controller.

Model 9000

Short: For air conditioner to heat pump conversions. Adds
wiring between the indoor unit and heat pump.
Long: Extends the wiring between an indoor unit and heat
pump. A 2-part kit that operates a single or two-stage
heat pump over a 2-wire condenser cable. Built-in optional
fossil fuel/supplemental heat controller.

Catalog Information

1-800-775-4750
info@fast-stat.com
www.fast-stat.com
Nordic Technology Ltd.
4-883 McCurdy Pl.
Kelowna, BC
V1X 8C8

Info
Part #: FSCM00
Size: 4.8”x7.6”x1.6”
Weight: 0.30lb
UPC #: 616316617322

Part #: FS1000
Size: 4.8”x7.6”x1.6”
Weight: 0.30lb
UPC #: 616316617278
Part #: FS3000
Size: 4.8”x7.6”x1.6”
Weight: 0.35lb
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UPC #: 616316617285

Part #: FS5000
Size: 4.8”x7.6”x1.6”
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Weight: 0.4lb
UPC #: 616316617292

Part #: FS7000
Size: 4.8”x7.6”x1.6”
Weight: 0.6lb
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UPC #: 616316617308

Part #: FS9000
Size: 4.8”x7.6”x1.6”
Weight: 0.6lb
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UPC #: 616316617315

Date Issued: 2019

